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Haunted Heart
A celebration of the amazing canines who perform feats of bravery every day Dogs don't just make lovable pets. They also
work at an incredible number of jobs, helping humans in countless ways. From working with search-and-rescue teams to
find missing persons to helping patients recover from injuries, Lisa Rogak covers the many ways in which dogs are an
essential part of our world. And she tells the surprising stories of regular dogs who have gone above and beyond to help
their owners—and even each other. Dogs of Courage reveals the heartwarming and awe-inspiring stories of these hardworking dogs, from the training they receive to the ways we honor their sacrifices and reward their years of service.
Affirming what every dog lover knows, this book shows how deep a dog's loyalty and friendship can go.

Madeline Finn and the Library Dog
A beloved classic that captures the powerful bond between man and man’s best friend. Billy has long dreamt of owning not
one, but two, dogs. So when he’s finally able to save up enough money for two pups to call his own—Old Dan and Little
Ann—he’s ecstatic. It doesn’t matter that times are tough; together they’ll roam the hills of the Ozarks. Soon Billy and his
hounds become the finest hunting team in the valley. Stories of their great achievements spread throughout the region,
and the combination of Old Dan’s brawn, Little Ann’s brains, and Billy’s sheer will seems unbeatable. But tragedy awaits
these determined hunters—now friends—and Billy learns that hope can grow out of despair, and that the seeds of the future
can come from the scars of the past. Praise for Where the Red Fern Grows A Top 100 Children’s Novel, School Library
Journal's A Fuse #8 Production A Must-Read for Kids 9 to 14, NPR Winner of Multiple State Awards Over 7 million copies in
print! “Very touching.” —The New York Times Book Review “One of the great classics of children’s literature . . . Any child
who doesn’t get to read this beloved and powerfully emotional book has missed out on an important piece of childhood for
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the last 40-plus years.” —Common Sense Media “An exciting tale of love and adventure you’ll never forget.” —School
Library Journal “A book of unadorned naturalness.” —Kirkus Reviews “Written with so much feeling and sentiment that
adults as well as children are drawn [in] with a passion.” —Arizona Daily Star “It’s a story about a young boy and his two
hunting dogs and . . . I can’t even go on without getting a little misty.” —The Huffington Post “We tear up just thinking
about it.” —Time on the film adaptation

Love Me Gently
Did you ever think that a dog could save someone's life? I'm living proof that it can happen. My name's Jamie, and I want to
tell you about something that happened to me last summer. You were probably on your school holidays. I was in
Afghanistan, fighting the Taliban. I lost my leg doing it. But I can live with that. Because if it wasn't for a brave sniffer dog
and his handler, I'd have lost a whole lot more Told through the eyes of Jamie, an amputee veteran, WAR DOG is the story
of Lance Corporal Sam Maguire, part of a bomb disposal squad in Afghanistan, and the springer spaniel sniffer dog Charlie
who becomes his best friend. Chris Ryan fans: This title is a standalone short story published by Franklin Watts EDGE, which
produces a range of books to get children and young adults reading with confidence. EDGE - for books you can't put down.

The Dog Wars
THE PET WAR is a hilarious story about the timeless battles of dog vs. cat, brother vs. sister, know-it-all vs. know-nothing.
Eleven-year-old Otto wants a dog. His twelve-year-old perfect sister, Lexi, wants a cat. Their mother, who works very long
hours as a nurse, wants neither. Pets are expensive so who's going to pay for everything? And what happens to the pet
when the siblings are at their dad's for the weekend? Otto has an idea. What if he got a job and earned enough money to
pay for the dog? Then Lexi has to open her big mouth. She proposes that whichever sibling can raise enough money first
will decide which pet they get. Oddly enough, their mom and dad agree. With Otto and Lexi each out to defeat the other,
their business plans become more elaborate and involved. As the competition gets fiercer, the stakes get higher, and the
battle lines have been drawn, so let the Pet War begin. . . .

War Dog
Fish has a knack for inventing. His annoying neighbor, Olympia, has a knack for messing things up. But when his latest
invention leads Fish to Liberty, a beautiful stray dog who needs a home, he and Olympia work together to rescue her.
However, a friendship that crosses racial lines is not the norm in 1940s New Orleans. But at the Higgins boatyard, where the
boats that just might save the Allied forces during World War II are built, the wartime workforce is integrated and includes
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women and the disabled. Fish, who suffered from polio and whose dad is away fighting in Europe, looks up to Mr. Higgins,
and he's thrilled when one of his inventions helps Mr. Higgins's engineers unlock the mechanics of the landing crafts. Mr.
Higgins inspires him to be bold and brave. As Fish enlists the help of unexpected friends and allies to save Liberty, he finds
his perceptions of the world -- of race and war, family and friendship -- transformed.

The Pet War
A fascinating look at the life of the author who created such modern classics as Carrie, IT, and The Shining. One of the most
prolific and popular authors in the world today, Stephen King has become part of pop culture history. But who is the man
behind those tales of horror, grief, and the supernatural? Where do these ideas come from? And what drives him to keep
writing at a breakneck pace after a thirty year career? In this unauthorized biography, Lisa Rogak reveals the troubled
background and lifelong fears that inspire one of the twentieth century's most influential authors. King's origins were
inauspicious at best. His impoverished childhood in rural Maine and early marriage hardly spelled out the likelihood of a
blossoming literary career. But his unflagging work ethic and a ceaseless flow of ideas put him on the path to success. It
came in a flash, and the side effects of sudden stardom and seemingly unlimited wealth soon threatened to destroy his
work and, worse, his life. But he survived and has since continued to write at a level of originality few authors could ever
hope to match. Despite his dark and disturbing work, Stephen King has become revered by critics and his countless fans as
an all-American voice more akin to Mark Twain than H. P. Lovecraft. Haunted Heart chronicles his story, revealing the
character of a man who has created some of the most memorable---and frightening---stories found in literature today.
Stephen King on Stephen King: "I'm afraid of everything." "As a kid, I worried about my sanity a lot." "I am always interested
in this idea that a lot of fiction writers write for their fathers because their fathers are gone." "Writing is an addiction for
me." "I married her for her body, though she said I married her for her typewriter." "When you get into this business, they
don't tell you you'll get cat bones in the mail." "You have to be a little nuts to be a writer." "There's always the urge to see
somebody dead that isn't you."

Dogs of War
While in a war zone, a military working dog (MWD) and its handler live together, eat together, play together, sleep together,
and risk their lives for each other every day. The dogs work with handlers in every branch of the US military. They guard
military bases, sniff out concealed explosives and other weapons, and alert their handlers to hidden enemies. Learn how
the military selects these special dogs and trains them for the many tasks they perform while on duty. Meet Rex, Clipper,
Maci, Iva, Ikar, and other MWDs who have served the US military in conflicts around the world.
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Lessons From Lucy
Twenty-three-year-old Bill Putney enlisted in the Marines in 1943 in search of military glory. Instead, Putney, a licensed
veterinarian, was relegated to the Dog Corps. Putney became the Commanding Officer of the 3rd War Dog Platoon, and
later the chief veterinarian and C.O. of the War Dog Training School at Camp Lejeune, North Carolina. At Lejeune Putney
helped train America's dogs for war in the Pacific. He later led them into combat in the invasion of Guam in 1944, the first
liberation of American soil in World War II. Always Faithful is the story of the dogs that fought in Guam and across the
islands of the Pacific, a celebration of the four-legged soldiers that Putney both commanded and followed. It is a tale of
immense courage, but also of incredible sacrifice. On Guam, as on islands such as Iwo Jima and Okinawa, the Japanese were
infamously tenacious, refusing to surrender as long as there was a hole left to crawl into. Rooting out the enemy was an
awful, painstaking job. To this task, Putney's dogs were well suited. Used for scouting, attack, carrying messages, detecting
mines, and also as guards, the war dogs were so well trained that they could locate nonmetallic mines that had been buried
for months deep underground; their hearing was so precise they could detect enemy trip wires by listening to them "sing"
in the breeze. Their record in action was perfect. More than 550 patrols on the island of Guam were led by dogs; not one
patrol was ambushed. But for this success, the dogs, always out in front, paid a terrible price. Although Putney worked
feverishly as veterinarian and C.O. to keep the dogs alive, many were lost. After the war, Putney returned home only to
discover that the dogs he had served with were being put to sleep. These dogs were ex-household pets, recruited from
civilians with the promise that they would someday be returned. Outraged, Putney fought for the dogs' right to go home. He
won, and headed the overwhelmingly successful program to "detrain" the dogs so they could return to their families. Alas,
quickly learned, the lesson was quickly forgotten. The dogs of Korea and Vietnam did not come home. Then, in the final
days of his administration, President Clinton signed into law a bill that allows military handlers to bring home the dogs with
which they work. Once again, Putney was at the front of the charge. For anyone who has ever read Old Yeller, or the books
of Jack London, here is a real-life story, never before told, that beats any fiction. At once wistful tribute and stirring
adventure, Always Faithful describes what may be the greatest man-dog effort of all time. It will both astound and move
you.

The Dog Stars
Military Working Dogs have played a vital role in the United States armed forces throughout history. This book is a
celebration of their contributions to our nation. In Dogs Who Serve, New York Times bestselling author Lisa Rogak profiles
these heroic dogs and their handlers in the Army, Navy, Air Force, and even the Coast Guard. She chronicles their path to
service, from puppyhood to training, then through their career in the field and on to retirement and adoption. And she
showcases them in vivid, full-color photographs that capture the devotion and respect that these amazing canines, their
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devoted handlers, and fellow soldiers share for one another. A tribute to America's Military Working Dogs, as well as others
serving around the globe, Dogs Who Serve is a heartwarming collection for dog lovers everywhere.

Always Faithful
Dodie Smith's The Hundred and One Dalmatians, later adapted by Disney, was declared a classic when first published in
1956. The Starlight Barking, Dodie's own long-forgotten sequel, is a thrilling new adventure for Pongo and his family,
lavishly illustrated by the same artist team as the first book. As the story opens, every living creature except dogs is
gripped by an enchanted sleep. One of the original Dalmatian puppies, all grown up since the first novel, is now the Prime
Minister's mascot. Relying on her spotted parents for guidance, she assumes emergency leadership for the canine
population of England. Awaiting advice from Sirius, the Dog Star, dogs of every breed crowd Trafalgar Square to watch the
evening skies. The message they receive is a disturbing proposition, one that might forever destroy their status as "man's
best friend."

Trident K9 Warriors
An extraordinary tale of the remarkable bond between one man and his dog during the Second World War. The two friends
huddled close together, each of them the other's saving grace in a world gone to hell . . . There was nothing terribly unusual
about POWs suffering horribly at the hands of their Japanese captors. All across the Pacific theatre, Allied captives were
experiencing similar punishment. But there was one thing unusual about this particular duo of prisoners. One of them was a
dog. Flight technician Frank Williams and Judy, a purebred pointer, met in the most unlikely of places: a World War II
internment camp. Judy was a fiercely loyal dog, with a keen sense for who was friend and who was foe, and the pair's
relationship deepened throughout their captivity. When the prisoners suffered beatings, Judy would repeatedly risk her life
to intervene. She survived bombings and other near-death experiences and became a beacon not only for Frank but for all
the men, who saw in her survival a flicker of hope for their own. Using a wealth of new material including interviews with
those who knew Frank and Judy, letters and firsthand accounts, Robert Weintraub expertly weaves a narrative of an
unbreakable bond forged in the worst circumstances. Judy's devotion to the men she was interned with, including a host of
characters from all around the world, from Australia to the UK, was so powerful that reports indicate she might have been
the only dog spared in these camps - and their care for her helped keep them alive. At one point, deep in despair and
starvation, Frank contemplated killing himself and the dog to prevent either from watching the other die. But both were
rescued, and Judy spent the rest of her life with Frank. She became the war's only official canine POW, and after she died at
the age of fourteen, Frank couldn't bring himself to ever have another dog. Their story of friendship and survival is one of
the great sagas of World War II.
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Stubby the Dog Soldier
An account of the 1990s controversy between the working border collie community and the American Kennel Club.
Chronicles a critical turning point in the history of the border collie, critical reading for those interested in the culture of
dogs in the United States.

The Dogs of War
In this special edition of War Dogs, adapted specifically for a younger audience, Rebecca Frankel offers a riveting mix of onthe-ground reporting her own hands-on experiences in the military working dog world, and a look at the science of dogs’
special abilities—from their amazing noses and powerful jaws to their enormous sensitivity to the emotions of their human
companions. Her narrative gives us insight into the world of dogs in combat and the touching aspect of the relationship
between soldiers and their dogs. Frankel explores the long, rich history of dogs in the US military, from the spirit-lifting
mascots of the Civil War to the dogs still leading patrols hunting for IEDs today. Frankel not only interviewed handlers who
deployed with dogs in wars from Vietnam to Iraq, but top military commanders, K-9 program managers, combat-trained
therapists who brought dogs into war zones as part of a preemptive measure to stave off PTSD, and veterinary technicians
stationed in Bagram. She makes a passionate case for maintaining a robust war-dog force. In this YA edition, Rebecca
Frankel gives further insight into her work as a journalist and how it led her to explore the world of dogs and their handlers.
With a compelling cast of humans and animals, this moving book is a must read for all dog lovers.

Starlight Barking
A stray dog named Stubby braves the World War I battlefields alongside Private J. Robert Conroy. See the story unfold as
this brave little canine makes a big difference in the lives of many World War I soldiers.

Sergeant Rex
True Tales of the Cuddliest Coworkers Around the world, there are cats earning their keep. Some are mousers, like Princess,
a black cat who works at Mill Ridge Farm's stables. Some are circus performers, like Tuna and her furry friends in The
Amazing Acro-Cats. And some are even politicians, like Mayor Stubbs, an orange tabby who holds office in Talkeetna,
Alaska. In Lisa Rogak's Cats on the Job, we meet these and other whiskered workers who keep their human colleagues
company from 9 to 5-with the occasional break for a nap or a belly rub-and make every day at the office better.
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Even the Dogs
Surviving a pandemic disease that has killed everyone he knows, a pilot establishes a shelter in an abandoned airport
hangar before hearing a random radio transmission that compels him to risk his life to seek out other survivors. A first novel
by the author of The Whale Warriors. Reprint.

Dogs of Courage
Written to coincide with a large-scale 60 Minutes feature, an insider's account of the world of elite Navy SEAL military
canines traces the author's international search for eligible dog combat unit candidates with whom SEAL handlers
eventually forged close bonds and saved countless lives.

The Dogs Are Eating Them Now
Madeline Finn does NOT like to read. But she DOES want a gold star from her teacher. But, stars are for good readers. Stars
are for understanding words, and for saying them out loud. Fortunately, Madeline Finn meets Bonnie, a library dog. Reading
out loud to Bonnie isn’t so bad; when Madeline Finn gets stuck, Bonnie doesn’t mind. As it turns out, it’s fun to read when
you’re not afraid of making mistakes. Bonnie teaches Madeline Finn that it’s okay to go slow. And to keep trying. With
endearing illustrations, Lisa Papp brings an inspiring and comforting book to all new readers who just need a little
confidence to overcome their fears.

Smoky the Brave
'Nowzad was a gentle giant when it came to taking treats. He never, ever snatched. To me it was just further evidence that,
deep inside, there was a great dog struggling to find his way out' When Pen Farthing brings stray dogs Nowzad and Tali
back from his tour of Afghanistan, little does he know what he has begun. Suddenly he has four dogs to look after - two of
whom have never been house-trained. And soon he is inundated with requests from other Marines and soldiers to help bring
their rescued dogs home. Whether it's little Helmand, Fubar or Beardog, Pen does his utmost to give these dogs the chance
they deserve. No Place like Home is the true story of one man's courage and persistence as he struggles to give his dogs at
home, and those still in Afghanistan, the best possible chance. It will warm - and break - the hearts of dog lovers
everywhere.

Dogs at War
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From working with search-and-rescue teams to find missing persons to helping patients recover from injuries, Rogak covers
the many ways in which dogs are an essential part of our world. And she tells the surprising stories of regular dogs who
have helped their owners and each other.

No Better Friend
What happens when Cooper, a newly adopted puppy, takes up residence in Henry's home? The little pooch sure is adorable,
but who knew he had so much to learn! Love Me Gently is a kid's guide to man's best friend. It captures the everyday
challenges of raising a pup through a child's eye. But who is teaching who? Henry may be coaching Cooper, but he is also
discovering valuable lessons about responsibility, unconditional love, patience, and kindness along the way!

Cats on the Job
Going to the Dogs is set in Berlin after the crash of 1929 and before the Nazi takeover, years of rising unemployment and
financial collapse. The moralist in question is Jakob Fabian, “aged thirty-two, profession variable, at present advertising
copywriter . . . weak heart, brown hair,” a young man with an excellent education but permanently condemned to a lowpaid job without security in the short or the long run. What’s to be done? Fabian and friends make the best of it—they go to
work though they may be laid off at any time, and in the evenings they go to the cabarets and try to make it with girls on
the make, all the while making a lot of sharp-sighted and sharp-witted observations about politics, life, and love, or what
may be. Not that it makes a difference. Workers keep losing work to new technologies while businessmen keep busy
making money, and everyone who can goes out to dance clubs and sex clubs or engages in marathon bicycle events, since
so long as there’s hope of running into the right person or (even) doing the right thing, well—why stop? Going to the Dogs,
in the words of introducer Rodney Livingstone, “brilliantly renders with tangible immediacy the last frenetic years [in
Germany] before 1933.” It is a book for our time too.

K-9 Korea
A “brilliant [novel] . . . Immediate and compelling, this one deserves a place on the shelf next to Trainspotting or The
Electric Kool-Aid Acid Test” (Cleaver Magazine). In small-town suburban Australia, three young men from three different
ethnic backgrounds—one Samoan, one Macedonian, one not sure—are ready to make their mark. Solomon is all charisma,
authority, and charm; a failed basketball player down for the moment but surely not out. His half-brother, Jimmy, bounces
along in his wake, underestimated, waiting for his chance to announce himself. Aleks, their childhood friend, loves his
mates, his family, and his homeland and would do anything for them. The question is, does he know where to draw the line?
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Solomon, Jimmy, and Aleks are way out on the fringe of Australia, looking for a way in. Hip hop, basketball, and graffiti give
them a voice. Booze, women, and violence pass the time while they wait for their chance. Under the oppressive summer
sun, their town has turned tinder-dry. All it will take is a spark. As the surrounding hills roar with flames, change storms in.
But it’s not what they were waiting for. It never is. “This stunning novel has such swaggering exuberance that it will make
most other fiction you read this year seem criminally dull. You have been warned.” —Irvine Welsh, author of Trainspotting
“With compassion and urgency, Here Come the Dogs excavates the pain of those who struggle to remain part of a ruthless
equation that has been determined by others.” —Los Angeles Times “A bravado novel about survival and rebirth in a
subculture that moves to its own rhythms.” —Kirkus Reviews

Where the Red Fern Grows
Explores the work and significance of military dogs, sharing uplifting stories about noteworthy canines, their training, and
heroic accomplishments as well as the lasting bonds they have formed with their soldier companions.

The Story of Edgar Sawtelle
Tales from a Dog Catcher is based on the author's experiences in a smallish city in the northern suburbs of NYC.
Reminiscent of both All Creatures Great and Small and Marley & Me, it offers the stories of everyday people who, whether
by accident or design, come into contact with the sad, funny, and often profound world of an animal control officer. It both
entertains and charms, and is funny, touching, and heart-breaking by turns. These are real-life stories about people and
their experiences with animals.

Rin Tin Tin Enhanced eBook
From acclaimed thriller and war dog writer Damien Lewis comes the story of Smoky, the smallest and arguably bravest dog
of World War II, who served as the US military's first therapy dog Smoky the Brave is the extraordinary, touching, and true
story of a heroic dog and her adoptive masters in the jungles of the Pacific War. In February 1944, as Japanese military
advances threatened to overwhelm New Guinea, a tiny, four-pound Yorkshire Terrier was discovered hiding in the island's
thick jungles. The GIs who discovered her thought at first she had been a Japanese army mascot, but it turned out that she
didn't understand commands in either Japanese or English. A mystery, she was soon adopted by US Army Air Force Corporal
William "Bill" Wynne, an air-crewman in a photo reconnaissance squadron, and became something of a lucky charm for
Wynne's unit. When Smoky saved Wynne's life by barking a warning of an incoming shell as their landing craft approached
an enemy-held beach, he nicknamed her the "angel from a foxhole." Smoky's exploits continued when she famously
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jumped with the unit in a specially designed parachute. But her most heroic feat of the war was running a cable through a
seventy-foot pipe no wider than four inches in places to enable critical communication lines to be run across the recently
occupied airbase of Luzon. Her efforts saved hundreds of ground-crew from being exposed to enemy bombing, preventing
both injury and loss of life. In recognition of her efforts, and adding to her previously-awarded eight battle stars, Smoky was
given the PDSA's Certificate for Animal Bravery or Devotion in 2011. In Smoky the Brave, award-winning war-thriller author
Damien Lewis brings to vivid life the danger and excitement of the many missions of World War II's smallest hero.

The Great Treehouse War
Kids vs. parents! An epic treehouse sleepover! An awesome group of friends! An exciting new book from National Book
Award finalist Lisa Graff. Winnie's last day of fourth grade ended with a pretty life-changing surprise. That was the day
Winnie’s parents got divorced and decided that Winnie would live three days a week with each of them and spend
Wednesdays by herself in a treehouse between their houses, to divide her time perfectly evenly. It was the day Winnie’s
seed of frustration with her parents was planted, a seed that grew until it felt like it was as big as a tree itself. By the end of
fifth grade, Winnie decides that the only way to change things is to barricade herself in her treehouse until her parents
come to their senses—and her friends decide to join. It’s kids vs. grown-ups, and no one wants to back down first. But with
ten kids in one treehouse, all with their own demands, things get pretty complicated! Even if they are having the most epic
slumber party ever. In the newest novel by beloved National Book Award finalist Lisa Graff, kids turn the tables on their
parents, and all the rules are tossed out the window. But does Winnie have what it takes to hold her ground and keep
everyone happy? This story, with a pitch-perfect middle grade voice and a zany yet poignant situation, is perfect for fans of
Sharon Creech, Louis Sachar, and Jack Gantos. Praise for Lisa Graff's novels: The Great Treehouse War "It’s kids vs. parents
in epic fashionGraff’s whimsical, original work is a breath of fresh air."—School Library Journal "Combining over-the-top
storytelling with down-home wisdom, this [is] fun."—Booklist "[Graff creates] a vibrant patchwork of personalities that gives
voice to the power of friendship."—Publishers Weekly "A good-natured satire of helicopter parenting and a celebration of
child ingenuity."—Horn Book Lost in the Sun * "Graff writes with stunning insightconsistently demonstrat[ing] why characterdriven novels can live from generation to generation."—Kirkus Reviews, starred review * "Weighty matters deftly handled
with humor and grace."—School Library Journal, starred review "This [novel] speaks powerfully, honestly, almost shockingly
about our human pain andredemption. This book will change you."—Gary Schmidt, The Wednesday Wars "Graff crafts a
compelling story about a boy touched with tragedy.And like all the best stories, it ends at a new beginning."—Richard Peck,
A Year Down Yonder Absolutely Almost * "A perfect book to share with struggling readers."—Booklist, starred review *
"Achingly superb."—Kirkus Reviews, starred review * "Graff’sgentle story invokes evergreen themes of coming to
appreciate one’s strengths (and weaknesses), and stands out for its thoughtful, moving portrait of a boy who learns to keep
moving forward."—Publishers Weekly, starred review "The patrons of my school library have been asking, 'Do you have any
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books like Wonder by R.J. Palacio?' and now I have the perfect offering."—BookPage A Tangle of Knots “A beautiful world of
deliciously interconnected stories.”—Entertainment Weekly, A- * “Subtle and intricate, rich with humor and insight, this
quietly magical adventure delights.”—Kirkus Reviews, starred review * “Combining the literary sensibility of E. B. White with
the insouciance of Louis Sachar, [this] should satisfy readers for years to come.”—Booklist, starred review

What the Dog Knows
Military working dogs gained widespread attention after the highly trained canine Cairo participated in the SEAL Team Six
mission that led to Osama bin Laden's death. Before that, few civilians realized that dogs served in combat, let alone that
they could parachute from thirty-thousand feet up. And as astounding as that talent is, it's only one of the many things our
four-legged soldiers can do. Dogs have had a place in the U.S.military from as early as the nineteenth century, but their
importance and our treatment of them has evolved since then. In the aftermath of 9/11, their numbers have increased
exponentially. The Dogs of War surveys the amazing range of jobs that military working dogs now perform, such as
explosives detection, patrol, and hunting for enemy combatants. Lisa Rogak discusses the dogs' training, their equipment,
and sets the record straight on those rumors of titanium teeth. In this book you'll find heart-warming stories of the deep
bond that dogs and their handlers share, including missions both heroic and tragic that show the courage and devotion that
human and canine soldiers have displayed on the battlefield. Rogask also writes about the physical and mental dangers
that dogs face from military service; the canine path from service to retirement; and finally how soldiers and civilians can
help the cause by fostering military puppies or adopting retirees. An incredible story of the largely unseen but vital role that
dogs play in our armed forces, The Dogs of War is a must-read for animal lovers everywhere.

Going to the Dogs
A riveting family saga, The Story of Edgar Sawtelle explores the deep and ancient alliance between humans and dogs, and
the power of fate through one boy’s epic journey into the wild. Born mute, speaking only in sign, Edgar Sawtelle leads an
idyllic life with his parents on their farm in remote northern Wisconsin. For generations, the Sawtelles have raised and
trained a fictional breed of dog whose thoughtful companionship is epitomized by Almondine, Edgar's lifelong companion.
But with the unexpected return of Claude, Edgar's uncle, turmoil consumes the Sawtelle's once-peaceful home. When
Edgar's father dies suddenly, Claude insinuates himself into the life of the farm – and into Edgar's mother’s affections. Griefstricken and bewildered, Edgar tries to prove Claude played a role in his father's death, but his plan backfires,
spectacularly. Edgar flees into the vast wilderness lying beyond the farm. He comes of age in the wild, fighting for his
survival and that of the three yearling dogs who follow him. But his need to face his father’s murderer, and his devotion to
the Sawtelle dogs, turn Edgar ever homeward. Wroblewski is a master storyteller, and his breathtaking scenes – the
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elemental north woods, the sweep of seasons, an iconic American barn, a ghost made of falling rain – create a family saga
that is at once a brilliantly inventive retelling of Hamlet, an exploration of the limits of language, and a compulsively
readable modern classic. From the Hardcover edition.

The Power of the Dog
The men of the 8125th Sentry Dog Detachment had no idea what they would find when their ship docked at Incheon, Korea.
The dogs in the unit seemed even more uncertain than the men: they could smell the terror in the place. Almost
immediately, these soldiers came to rely on each other—man and dog alike—for safety, courage, and companionship. Yet in
the end, the men of the 8125th could have never imagined the terrible and final sacrifice their canine companions would be
forced to make. K-9 Korea is the heartrending story of American war dogs—the fearless, loyal, forgotten heroes of the
Korean War.

Liberty (Dogs of World War II)
Published in hardcover as What the dog knows: the science and wonder of working dogs by Simon & Schuster, New York,
c2013.

War Dogs: Tales of Canine Heroism, History, and Love
"A ferocious book, at once intense and alarmingly unsentimental" (James Wood, The New Yorker), this intimate exploration
of life at the edges of society is littered with love, loss, despair, and a half–glimpse of redemption―now reissued with an
introduction by Yiyun Li On a cold, quiet day between Christmas and the New Year, a man's body is found in an abandoned
apartment. His friends look on, but they're dead, too. Their bodies found in squats and sheds and alleyways across the city.
Victims of heroin, they're ghosts in the shadows, a chorus keeping vigil as the hours pass, paying their own particular
homage as their friend's body is taken away, examined, investigated, and cremated. All of their stories are laid out piece by
broken piece through a series of fractured narratives. We meet Robert, the deceased, the only alcoholic in a sprawling
group of junkies; Danny, just back from uncomfortable holidays with family, who discovers the body; Laura, Robert's
daughter, who stumbles into the drug addict's life when she moves in with her father after years apart; Heather, who has
her own home for the first time since she was a teenager; Mike, the Falklands War vet; and all the others. Theirs are stories
of lives fallen through the cracks, hopes flaring and dying, love overwhelmed by more immediate needs. These invisible
people live in a parallel reality to most of us, out of reach of food and shelter. And in their sudden deaths, it becomes clear,
they are treated with more respect than they ever were in their short lives. Winner of the International Dublin Literary
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Award, Even the Dogs is a daring and humane exploration of homelessness and addiction from "a writer who will make a
significant stamp on world literature. In fact, he already has" (Colum McCann, winner of the National Book Award).

Please Don't Bite the Baby (and Please Don't Chase the Dogs)
Please Don't Bite the Baby (and Please Don't Chase the Dogs) chronicles certified professional dog trainer Lisa Edwards’
endearing and entertaining journey to ensure that her household survives and thrives when she introduces her son to her
motley pack of animals. As Lisa knows all too well, the dog/child relationship is simultaneously treasured, misunderstood,
and sometimes feared. In a twist, Lisa's dog training techniques inevitably seep into how she navigates her first year with
baby to mixed but enlightening results. Lisa includes her best training techniques for the everyday pet owner itemized at
the end of each chapter. This book is important for parents, grandparents, and caregivers who have dogs and young
children together and want to ensure safety for all.

No Place Like Home
Tells the inspiring story of Sergeant Mike Dowling and his bomb-sniffing dog, Rex, as they navigated the always-dangerous
Triangle of Death region in Iraq in 2004.

Dogs of War
In this “little gem” (Washington Independent Review of Books), Pulitzer Prize–winning columnist and New York Times
bestselling author Dave Barry learns how to age happily from his old but joyful dog, Lucy. As Dave Barry turns seventy—not
happily—he realizes that his dog, Lucy, is dealing with old age far better than he is. She has more friends, fewer worries,
and way more fun. So Dave decides to figure out how Lucy manages to stay so happy, to see if he can make his own life
happier by doing the things she does (except for drinking from the toilet). He reconnects with old friends and tries to make
new ones—which turns out to be a struggle, because Lucy likes people a lot more than he does. And he gets back in touch
with two ridiculous but fun groups from his past: the Lawn Rangers, a group of guys who march in parades pushing
lawnmowers and twirling brooms (alcohol is involved), and the Rock Bottom Remainders, the world’s oldest and leasttalented all-author band. With each new lesson, Dave riffs hilariously on dogs, people, and life in general, while also
pondering Deep Questions, such as when it’s okay to lie. (Answer: when scallops are involved.) Lessons From Lucy shows
readers a new side to Dave Barry that’s “touching and sentimental, but there’s still a laugh on every page” (The
Sacramento Bee). The master humorist has written a witty and affable guide to joyous living at any age.
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Tales from a Dog Catcher
Featuring more than seventy-five photographs and almost a dozen rarely seen videos from Rin Tin Tin’s legendary career,
this Enhanced eBook edition of Susan Orlean’s Rin Tin Tin vividly illustrates the life and legacy of the canine hero. He
believed the dog was immortal. So begins Susan Orlean’s sweeping, powerfully moving account of Rin Tin Tin’s journey
from orphaned puppy to movie star and international icon. Orlean, a staff writer at The New Yorker who has been hailed as
“a national treasure” by The Washington Post, spent nearly ten years researching and reporting her most captivating book
to date: the story of a dog who was born in 1918 and never died. It begins on a battlefield in France during World War I,
when a young American soldier, Lee Duncan, discovered a newborn German shepherd in the ruins of a bombed-out dog
kennel. To Duncan, who came of age in an orphanage, the dog’s survival was a miracle. He saw something in Rin Tin Tin
that he felt compelled to share with the world. Duncan brought Rinty home to California, where the dog’s athleticism and
acting ability drew the attention of Warner Bros. Over the next ten years, Rinty starred in twenty-three blockbuster silent
films that saved the studio from bankruptcy and made him the most famous dog in the world. At the height of his
popularity, Rin Tin Tin was Hollywood’s number one box office star. During the decades that followed, Rinty and his
descendants rose and fell with the times, making a tumultuous journey from silent films to talkies, from black-and-white to
color, from radio programs to one of the most popular television shows of the baby boom era, The Adventures of Rin-TinTin. The canine hero’s legacy was cemented by Duncan and a small group of others—including Bert Leonard, the producer
of the TV series, and Daphne Hereford, the owner of the current Rin Tin Tin—who have dedicated their lives to making sure
the dog’s legend will never die. At its core, Rin Tin Tin is a poignant exploration of the enduring bond between humans and
animals. It is also a richly textured history of twentieth-century entertainment and entrepreneurship. It spans ninety years
and explores everything from the shift in status of dogs from working farmhands to beloved family members, from the birth
of obedience training to the evolution of dog breeding, from the rise of Hollywood to the past and present of dogs in war.
Filled with humor and heart and moments that will move you to tears, Susan Orlean’s first original book since The Orchid
Thief is an irresistible blend of history, human interest, and masterful storytelling—a dazzling celebration of a great
American dog by one of our most gifted writers.

Soldier Dogs
For readers of War by Sebastian Junger, We Wish to Inform You That Tomorrow We Will Be Killed With Our Families by Philip
Gourevitch, and The Forever War by Dexter Filkins: The Dogs Are Eating Them Now is a raw, uncensored account of the war
in Afghanistan from a brilliant young reporter who for several years was the only Western journalist brave enough to live fulltime in the dangerous southern region. The Dogs are Eating Them Now is a highly personal narrative of our war in
Afghanistan and how it went dangerously wrong. Written by a respected and fearless former foreign correspondent who has
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won multiple awards for his journalism (including an Emmy for the video series "Talking with the Taliban") this is a gripping
account of modern warfare that takes you into back alleys, cockpits and prisons--telling stories that would have endangered
his life had he published this book while still working as a journalist. From the corruption of law enforcement agents and the
tribal nature of the local power structure to the economics of the drug trade and the frequent blunders of foreign troops,
this is the no-holds-barred story from a leading expert on the insurgency. Smith draws on his unmatched compassion and a
rare ability to cut through the noise and see the broader truths to give us a bold and candid look at the Taliban's continued
influence--and at the mistakes, catastrophes and ultimate failure of the West's best intentions.

Dogs Who Serve
Here Come the Dogs
Three fictional stories, told in graphic novel format, about soldiers in World War I, World War II, and the Vietnam War who
were aided by combat dogs. Based on true stories.

Dogs of Courage
The seemingly disparate lives of a DEA agent, a drug lord, a call girl, a hit man, and a priest intertwine around a nexus of
the drug trade involving the Latin American drug cartels, the American underworld, and the U.S. government, from the rise
of the Mexican drug Federacion in the 1970s to the present day. Reprint. 17,500 first printing.
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